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ABSTRACT

We demonstrate a data-driven unsupervised approach for
the discovery of melodic patterns in large collections of
Indian art music recordings. The approach first works on
single recordings and subsequently searches in the entire
music collection. Melodic similarity is based on dynamic
time warping. The task being computationally intensive,
lower bounding and early abandoning techniques are ap-
plied during distance computation. Our dataset comprises
365 hours of music, containing 1,764 audio recordings rep-
resenting the melodic diversity of Carnatic music. A pre-
liminary evaluation based on expert feedback on a subset
of the music collection shows encouraging results. In par-
ticular, several musically interesting relationships are dis-
covered, yielding further scope for establishing novel sim-
ilarity measures based on melodic patterns.

1. INTRODUCTION

The identification of repeating structures in a musical piece
is fundamental to its analysis, understanding and interpre-
tation [4]. In music information research (MIR), repeat-
ing structures at different levels are addressed, including
long duration repetitions such as themes, choruses and sec-
tions [7], and short duration repetitions such as motifs and
riffs [3]. However, relatively less efforts are dedicated to
melodic motif discovery using audio music recordings [5],
and hence, it still remains a challenging task [2]. In this
paper we address this task for Carnatic music, where the
melodic patterns are highly emphasized for the rāga-based
characterization of the melodies [9, 12].

We demonstrate preliminary results of our data-driven
unsupervised approach for melodic pattern discovery in
large audio music collections. Results indicate that our
approach is robust to different tonic pitches of the lead
artist, non-linear timing variations, global tempo changes
and added melodic ornaments. All the discovered melodic
patterns (approximately 15 million) are available online 1 .

1 http://dunya.compmusic.upf.edu/
motifdiscovery/
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed approach.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the data processing module.

2. METHOD

In Fig. 1 we show the block diagram of our proposed ap-
proach. A brief explanation of each of the block is given
below.

2.1 Data Processing

All the steps involved in the data pre-processing block are
listed in Fig. 2. For predominant pitch extraction we use
the algorithm proposed by Salamon and Gómez [11]. We
use the implementation of this algorithm available in Es-
sentia 2.0 [1]. Pitch values are converted from Hertz to
Cents using the tonic pitch of the lead artist as the ref-
erence frequency [6]. It enables us to compare melodies
across different artists sung at different tonic pitches. To
reduce the computational load we downsample the pitch
sequence to a sampling frequency of 45 Hz. A concert of
Carnatic music typically contains a solo percussion sec-
tion, we therefore dedicate an extra effort to discard such
segments stage using a classification-based approach.

Pitch subsequences (or melodic pattern candidates) are
generated in a brute force manner by using a sliding win-
dow of length 2 s with a hop size of one sample (22 ms).
Since the length of a melodic pattern can vary across rep-
etitions, to handle it we consider 5 uniformly time scaled
versions of each subsequence during the distance computa-
tion. Further, we filter out musically uninteresting melodic
patterns (patterns containing a single musical note) by ap-
plying a heuristic-based criterion on the local variance of
the pitch subsequences.
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Figure 3. Examples of the discovered melodic patterns.

2.2 Intra-recording Pattern Discovery

We perform an exact pattern discovery by computing the
similarity between every possible subsequence pair obtained
within an audio recording. We obtain the top N = 25 clos-
est subsequence pairs as seed patterns. We compute mel-
odic similarity between two subsequences using a DTW-
based distance measure [10]. We use a step condition of
{(1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 1)} and the squared Euclidean distance
as the cost function. In addition, we apply the Sakoe-
Chiba global constraint with the band width set to 10%
of the pattern length. To make DTW distance computa-
tions tractable for a large number of subsequences we ap-
ply cascaded lower bounds as described in [8]. In total, we
do nearly 1.4 trillion distance computations and discover
79,000 seed patterns.

2.3 Inter-recording Pattern Detection

We consider every seed pattern as a query and perform an
exhaustive search over all the subsequences obtained from
the entire audio music collection. For every seed pattern
we store top M = 200 closest matches. We use the same
similarity measure and lower bounding techniques as men-
tioned above. In total, we do nearly 12.4 trillion distance
computations and obtain over 15 million melodic patterns.

2.4 Rank Refinement

The lower bounds we use for speeding up distance com-
putations are not valid for any variant of DTW. However,
once the top matches are found, nothing prevents us from
reordering the ranked list using any variant of DTW. A
DTW variant with step condition of {(1, 2), (1, 1), (2, 1)}
is used for rank refinement. Furthermore, we investigate
different distance measures used in the computation of the
DTW cost matrix.

3. DISCUSSION

The data used in study comprises 365 hours of music, con-
taining 1,764 audio recordings covering diverse Carnatic
music recordings. Some of the discovered patterns are
shown in Fig.3. We see that our approach robustly ex-
tracts patterns in different scenarios such as large local
time warpings (b), uniform scaling (a) and across differ-
ent tonic pitches (c and d). An evaluation based on expert

feedback showed encouraging results, where the musician
found striking similarity between phrases of two different
ragas, between phrases in sung melodies and the melodies
played on instruments (Violin or Veena), and phrases sung
by different artists. All these examples are available on-
line 2 .

It is interesting to analyze the role of lower bounds used
in the distance computation. For intra-recording pattern
discovery task we saved over 75% of the DTW distance
computations by using cascaded lower bounds, and 99%
of the DTW distance computations in the inter-recording
pattern detection. Time series mining techniques can en-
able several computationally challenging tasks in MIR that
use DTW-based similarity measures, including the discov-
ery of melodic motifs.
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